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Article

Abstract

The relationship between financial institutions and customers is like two sides of a coin. On one hand, it is mutually beneficial, but on the other hand, this relationship can lead to mutual harm. Customers of financial institutions have a medium for long-term relationship. Consumers of financial institutions generally have an average relationship of 24 months. Consumers make loan payments according to the agreed time. Customers will be able to get the right to the collateral if the loan has been paid. Conversely, if customers are unable to pay the installments on time, financial institutions will repossess the collateral. From the inception of the loan to repayment of the loan, the relationship between customers and financial institutions experiences several conditions. This research uses a normative judicial method, aiming to analyze consumer protection of non-bank financial institutions based on the existing laws and regulations. This research will focus on consumer protection from the start of the standard agreement, the fees or expenses charged, to the loan repayment mechanism. This research concludes that the protection of consumers of non-bank finance companies, especially finance companies, is still very weak. Consumer protection for finance companies, especially non-banks, has not been fully accommodated in the existing Consumer Protection Law. Therefore, the authority needs to issue a regulation in protecting consumer in financial industry.

INTRODUCTION

The relationship between consumers and financial institutions has a period of more than 24 months (Maulana, 2016). A leasing or finance company is categorized as a non-bank finance company. Consumers in finance companies are called customers.

This unique relationship between financial institutions and consumers is not limited to single financial product only. Finance companies can provide various types...
of funding to consumers. Good consumers will be given other financial products such as motor vehicle financing added with vehicle insurance, life insurance, accident insurance, credit cards, personal loan and others. This relationship can also develop to business financing through working capital financing, investment financing or multipurpose financing. In addition, the relationship between finance companies can also extend to the consumer's family, such as education loan financing for consumers’ children. If a customer has more than 1 products, it will be called as an additional order (A/O) customer. However, if a customer is a repeating customer, it will be called as repeat order customer (R/O).

The relationship between finance companies and consumers is a long-term relationship. If this relationship is not good enough, consumers’ reputation can be at risk. Every finance company must report consumer conditions to Financial Services Authority (hereinafter OJK) through the Financial Information Service System (hereinafter SLIK). Consumer performances will be stored and shared to all financial institutions and have a long period of time. Each financial institution has to do SLIK checking before disbursing a loan to consumer. Meanwhile, financial institutions are aware that customer relationship management is one of the keys to doing business. Besides, a consumer also could spread the word of mouth to other consumers on a financial institution’s reputation. Therefore, it is important for both parties to maintain the relationship (Anggraeny & Al-Fatih, 2020).

Finance companies provide funds to customers for the purchase of goods in installments. Customers who pay in accordance with the provisions will receive the ownership of the goods at the end of the installment period (Kairupan, 2017). If a customer has a difficulty paying the installment, the finance company will take over the goods submitted as securities. The finance institution asks for collateral in the form of the debtor's assets (Fauzi, 2017). The finance company will sell the collateral to cover its installment payment obligations.

During the pandemic, finance companies provide relaxation in accordance with the appeal of the Indonesian OJK. This relaxation can take the form of adjusting the ability to pay the installments to delaying the payment of the installments (grace period). However, there are finance companies that still execute vehicle takeover if the customer is in default (CNN Indonesia, 2020). Debt collectors who force to take over the vehicles can be subject to 12 years’ imprisonment based on the Article 368 in conjunction with the Article 365 of the Indonesian Criminal Code (Maliana, 2020). This can be applied if a debt collector or a finance company seizes the guaranteed goods.

Finance companies may take over vehicles on the streets in accordance with the Indonesian Financial Services Authority Regulation (POJK) and the Indonesian Fiduciary Guarantee Law (UU JF) (Kusuma Hendra, 2020). In accordance with the Decree of the Indonesian Constitutional Court Number 18/PUU-XVII/2019 dated January 6 2020, it has been decided that vehicle takeover must take place in compliance with a court decision. A finance company can still take over the guaranteed vehicle if the customer admits there has been a default and voluntarily gives up the vehicle as a
security (Ramadhan Ardito, 2020). The police have also emphasized that the people can submit a report if their vehicles are forcibly confiscated by a finance company (Umasugi, 2020).

In relation with the conditions of the COVID-19 pandemic, Indonesian Financial Services Authority has prohibited debt collectors from taking over the collateral, in the case of customer vehicle financing. Indonesian Financial Services Authority hopes that debtors and finance companies can reach an agreement on debt restructuring (Wareza, 2020).

This research is unique because it links the protection of consumers to non-bank financial institutions, namely finance companies, with laws and regulations related to consumer protection as a whole. Research that comprehensively links with laws and regulations on consumer protection is still very rare. Consumer protection includes standard clauses, imposition of fees, and takeover of guarantees. Many researches are associated with fiduciary laws, financial service authority regulations, and criminal code with a separate analysis pattern. The research question is how to protect consumer finance based on the existing laws and regulations.

This research is expected to contribute to the development of financial technology industry which is growing rapidly recently. The relationship between financial technology (fintech) firms also experiences many obstacles with consumers. Forced data retrieval from mobile phone, billing by rude debt collectors, charging excessive fees, charging high interest rates are the current issues in financial technology industries. Research can provide input into fintech development policies for OJK.

The agreement between the consumer and the finance company reflects a weak position in the position of the consumer and a stronger position in the finance company. Consumers are not free to determine what they want or desire. The standard clause is regulated in the Article 18 of the Indonesian Consumer Protection Law (PK Law) (Shelyn & Anggrani, 2019). The inclusion of standard clauses with contents that are detrimental to consumers in vehicle financing agreements through financial institutions has been strictly prohibited. Criminal sanctions for businesses have also been regulated under the Indonesian Consumer Protection Law (Triwanto, 2019).

A financing agreement with a registered fiduciary guarantee agreement will make it easier for the finance company to carry out the execution of the guarantee (Yudistika & Putrawan, 2018). Legal protection for default customers in a financing agreement, including the right to comfort, security, and consumer safety is a main priority. Consumers must obtain legal protection (Nuriyah, 2019).

The takeover of a vehicle through a third party with a fiduciary object is illegal because the execution is carried out unilaterally, this action is categorized as an illegal act (PMH) in accordance with the Article 1365 of the Indonesian Civil Code (Liono et al., 2021). On the contrary, the finance company has followed the applicable rules in dealing with embezzlement of collateral objects (Yulianti, 2019). This research explains that the standard operating procedure of a finance company has been implemented correctly.
Takeover of collateral objects must be registered in a fiduciary manner. If it is not done in such manner, then forced retrieval is invalid, because the material rights of the fiduciary agreement have not yet been stipulated, so the finance company as the creditor cannot refer to the provisions in the Article 29 of the Indonesian Fiduciary Guarantee Law (Prayutiz et al., 2020) (Khariati, 2020). The exoneration clause is very detrimental to consumers. The lease agreement that binds the two parties is not based on the pacta sunt servanda principle (Rahman, 2020). The inclusion of standard clauses is strictly prohibited. In the Consumer Protection Law, there is a criminal sanction (Arisandy, 2019). Financial institutions allowed standard agreements to be used as long as the agreement has been submitted to the OJK. If the OJK does not provide recommendations for changes, then this agreement can be used. This is in accordance with POJK No. 35/2018. Standard agreement must not be burdensome to either party.

Financial institutions are part of the functions, duties, and authorities of the OJK to regulate and supervise them based on the Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 21 of 2011 on the Financial Services Authority (Walukow, 2019). Violations by finance companies will be monitored by the OJK.

This research will discuss overall consumer protection in the relationship between consumers and non-bank finance companies, namely finance companies. The discussion includes standard clauses, imposition of both costs that are written and determined later, and collateral takeover. This research discusses comprehensively the relationship between consumers and non-bank financial institutions. A takeover will be thoroughly discussed, including the fees charged to pay off the loan.
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**Figure 1 Research Framework, Source: research results**

The research framework is presented in Figure 1. This research will focus on 3 main issues, namely how to protect consumers from 3 things, standard agreements,
imposition of obscure fees, and collateral takeover. Each discussion is based on legal basis.

Standard agreements or standard clauses will be linked to the Consumer Protection Act. The Consumer Protection Law does not specifically regulate financial institution customers. Financial Services Authority regulations regulate the protection of consumers of financial institutions. The imposition of fees will be linked to the Indonesian Financial Services Authority Regulation in relation to the operation of a finance company. The takeover or execution of guarantees is linked to the Indonesian Fiduciary Guarantee Law. The discussion in this research is also related to the practice in financing industry.

The research will focus on developing consumer protection in dealing with financial institutions. There is rare discussion specifically regarding the relationship between consumer protection and the financial industry. The research also discusses various aspects of consumer relations with the financial industry such as standard agreements, imposition of obscure fees, and collateral takeover.

METHOD

Based on the background, problem formulation, and previous researches, the research method used is normative legal research method or literature-based law research, involving secondary materials. This research studies on legal principles and norms, legal systematics, and the level of synchronization between statutory regulations, comparative law, and legal history, especially those related to consumer protection. In normative law, this research uses a statutory approach (statute approach), conducting a review of all related laws and regulations (Peter Mahmud Marzuki, 2017). The statutory regulation approach is an approach using regulations and legislation. With this method, research analyzed regulations, adjusted, and identified them with related regulations.

Normative legal research materials involved primary legal materials, secondary legal materials, and supporting legal materials. The primary legal materials used in this research included the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, laws, and other related regulations. Secondary legal materials included literature in the form of legal journals, legal theories, scientific books related to research titles, symposium/seminar results, and scientific articles. Tertiary legal materials explain primary and secondary legal materials (Johan & Ariawan, 2021).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In accordance with the research background above, there are several things in the relationship between finance companies and customers described as follows:

Standard Clause
A standard agreement involves both a financing or leasing company and a customer or consumer. In the financing agreement, the leasing company has prepared an existing standard agreement, while Consumers or customers just follow and sign it. Consumers cannot negotiate or change the content of this agreement, but they only follow what has been set forth therein.

Finance companies clearly record the content of the agreement in a transparent manner to consumers based on Article 33 - Article 36 of the Indonesian Financial Services Authority Regulation Number 35 of 2018. This arrangement is part of the obligation of a finance company to consumers. This is different from the standard clause in Article 18 of the Indonesian Consumer Protection Law (PK Law). Standard clauses are prohibited by the Indonesian Consumer Protection Law. Business actors are prohibited from including standard clauses whose location or shape is difficult to see or cannot be read clearly, or whose disclosures are difficult to understand. Based on the Indonesian Financial Services Authority Regulation, the financing agreement must be written and contain several matters in accordance with Article 34 of the Indonesian Financial Services Authority Regulation Number 35 of 2018.

In addition, a finance company is required to provide an example of a financing agreement to the OJK at the time of its establishment in accordance with Article 5 of the Indonesian Financial Services Authority Regulation Number 35 of 2018. In addition to the sample agreement, the company is required to attach the products to be marketed and the financing mechanism is carried out. The OJK will give approval for the documents as intended within a maximum period of 20 working days. Indonesian Financial Services Authority needs to determine the types of standard clauses that are permitted and must explain to consumers at the time of signing them. This is in accordance with the Consumer Protection Law and transparency in corporate governance.

**Imposition of Fees**

Consumers who apply for financing to a finance company are subject to several types of fees. Costs that generally apply are collateral insurance fees, survey or data validation fees, guarantee fees, collateral charging fees, provision fees, notary fees, and other fees as regulated in Article 34 of the Indonesian Financial Services Authority Regulation Number 35 of 2018. In addition to the initial fee, finance companies can also charge other fees, such as interest costs and fines, if they delay the payment in accordance with the Article 37 and Article 38 of the Indonesian Financial Services Authority Regulation Number 35 of 2018.

The interest fee charged to consumers by a finance company is different from the interest charged in general. The calculation of the interest of the finance company at the time of the advertisement is flat or fixed without considering the reduction in installment payments. Effective interest or interest in general is the interest charged in line with decreasing debt balances through installment payments. This results in the wrong perception of consumers in taking financing. Financial institutions provide car financing with 3.99% interest for a 2-year tenure. If we don't realize it, we will have the perception that the interest rate is 3.99% compared to deposit rate which is 5% per year, then financing is cheaper. If we convert the 3.99% tenure of 2 years into the
effective deposit rate, the effective interest will be around 8% per year (Hutauruk, 2021).

In addition to initial fees and late fees, consumers may be charged a takeover fee for the guarantee made by the finance company. This takeover fee is a large fee that depends on the takeover conditions. This fee is a cost that is difficult to determine at the beginning of the financial agreement.

The fee arrangement has been determined, but the amount of the fee has not been determined by the Indonesian Financial Services Authority. Indonesian Financial Services Authority needs to determine the amount of fees that can be charged as well as regulating down payments and the amount of insurance premium that can be given a discount. In addition, the OJK must also determine the types of fees that can be charged from the initial takeover to the completion of the relationship between the consumer and the finance company. The end of this relationship is to end normally or to end in a forced manner. If it ends up being forced, it is necessary to determine the amount of fines, early repayment fees, the cost of taking over collateral, and other costs, including the method of calculating interest.

**Takeover of Collateral**

Consumers who experience default will have their collateral taken over by finance companies. The consumer has an obligation to repay the loan. The obligation of consumers to make payments is stipulated in the Article 5 of the Consumer Protection Law. Finance companies will take the collateral to cover the consumer's payment obligations. It usually involves the third party to assist with the takeover when it faces hurdles of repossession. The third party will charge fees associated with the execution of this guarantee. The explanation of the takeover process is in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Repossessing Collateral](image)

**Figure 2 Stages of Takeover of Collateral Items, Source: research results**

After the takeover of the collateral, the consumers or customers are given 14 days to make redemption in accordance with the agreement signed between the a customer and a finance company. If a consumer is to redeem collateral by making early repayments, the finance company charges several fees for this early repayment.
The early repayment fees account for around 5% of the total outstanding balance, collateral takeover fees, current interest costs, late fees in case of defaults, and other fees. These costs cause problems for consumers since consumers do not know about these costs in advance, especially the cost of collateral takeover. Consumers also do not know about the interest calculation methods referred to by finance companies.

When consumers intend to pay off or terminate the loan, they will be surprised at the fees charged by finance companies. This has resulted in disagreements over these costs. It will create an unnecessary argument due to unclear arrangement at the beginning.

Takeover of collateral also faces various obstacles. Finance companies must show a registered fiduciary certificate. Finance companies are also required to provide power of attorney to the party that will take over the guarantee. This party is obliged to follow the billing certification.

In accordance with the Decree of the Constitutional Court Number 18/PUU-XVII/2019, the takeover of the guarantee must be based on the court decision or must be performed when the consumer acknowledges that default has occurred. If the consumer does not acknowledge any default, then the collateral must be processed based on a court decision. Finance companies are also subject to a subpoena before submitting the collateral execution to court.

The authorities need to arrange the process of taking over collateral and redemption of collateral that has been taken over by the finance company. Authority must stand in the middle between finance companies and consumers. Industry needs to grow to support national development; however, the principle of legal certainty for consumers must also be upheld.
Finance companies take over collateral from consumers. Collateral can be in the form of vehicles, electronic goods, or household appliances. Under the existing agreement, the finance company will give 14 days to consumers to make redemption. If within 14 days, a consumer does not make redemption, the finance company will auction off the collateral. Consumers are only aware of these 14 days to redeem because of the standard clause. Proceeds from sales through this auction will be used to cover consumer obligations. Consumer liabilities include loan principal amount, current interest, late fees, and other costs.

At this stage, consumers only know about the procedures for calculating installments, such as the use of an effective interest rate and not a low interest rate as advertised. Late fees and early repayment fines have only recently been realized by consumers due to the use of existing standard clauses. What concerns consumers is the process of selling collateral either through an auction center or by selling according to the internal mechanism of the finance company. Consumers do not know about the sales process, the process of determining the minimum price, or the process of determining the winner.

The process of selling collateral is very important for consumers. The proceeds from this sale are used to cover liabilities. If consumers are unable to cover their shortcomings, consumers will still have obligations to their finance companies. This sales process is very important for consumers whose collateral is taken over. However, consumers do not know this when it occurs, but consumers have an obligation to this sales process.

CONCLUSION

The relationship between consumers and finance companies is a medium for long-term relationship. The consumer’s relationship with a finance company is not a short-term transaction and convenient relationship. This relationship is different from the relationship between buying and selling transactions and other service transactions as stipulated in the Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 8 of 1999 on Consumer Protection. The Consumer Protection Law has yet to regulate the relationship between consumers and financial institutions, especially finance companies. The relationship between the customer and the finance company begins with the existence of a standard agreement/standard clause, fees charged from the beginning to the settlement, and the process of taking over collateral. Regulators have not fully regulated the process from the beginning to the end. Thus, consumer protection is very weak. The authorities need to regulate the procedures for handling consumers regarding standard operation procedures to the standards set for calculating interest such as the highest interest to the highest allowable processing fee. This research is still focused on the financing industry. Other research can be developed by looking at consumer relations in other non-bank financial industries, such as insurance, capital markets, and other investments. In addition, future research could focus on an empirical research on customer relationship management especially between a repeat customer or additional order customer.
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